On-Shelf Holds

This Spring the libraries began to offer a new service: on-shelf holds. When you are logged in to CardCat you will see “Hold/Recall Request” for every listing that qualifies, whether it is checked out or not. Previously, you could only place a recall request on something that was checked out.

Library staff will be notified twice per day about items that have been requested. We pull them from the shelves, and you’ll receive notification that the item is ready for you to pick up. That’s about all there is to it!

Only a few categories of library materials don’t qualify for this service, mainly items that are non-circulating or that circulate only for a very brief loan period (such as DVDs or scholarly scores)

CDs will be held for you at the Music Collection counter. Print materials (scores, books) will be held for you at the main level circulation desk.

Renovation Project

Renovation has begun in Bracken Library to reshape space for Unified Technology Support (UTS), a unit in the Information Technology Group. The unit’s director is Daniel R. Lutz. The project is projected to be completed by June 17, 2011, and the contractor is W.R. Dunkin and Son, Inc., Anderson, Indiana

The identified space is on Bracken Library’s first floor, west side. Approximately 11,500 square feet is being renovated, of which 8,500 is for UTS office and service spaces.

In this new gathering space, UTS will bring together institutional support functions and the university community. UTS will use this environment to encourage the use of emerging technologies and the development of learner centered content and tools. UTS seeks to enhance the knowledge and collaboration of the university community in the development and utilization of new and emerging technologies for teaching and learning.

—Amy Edmonds

Yes, they still call it “Spring” semester even though the weather was dreadful. The Music Collection has been busy fulfilling requests for assignments and recreational listening. People seem to have adjusted to the added shelf space, but we are always happy to help you find books and scores on the shelf. Be sure to try out the new “on-shelf” holds service (described below). You don’t have to worry about navigating the stacks again!
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Music Collection: 765-285-8188

Reference Desk: 765-285-1101

Educational Resources: 765-285-5333

Circulation/Reserves Desk: 765-285-5143
New CDs of Note:

- Binchois & Lescurel. Chansons (Ensemble Gilles Binchois) Compact Disc 19731
- Brahms. The Violin Sonatas (Mutter/Orkis) Compact Disc 19667
- Buxtehude. Membra Jesu nostri Compact Disc 19878
- Christmas with the London Brass Compact Disc 19647
- Collins, Michael (perf.) The Virtuoso Clarinet Compact Disc 19682
- Dances of the Renaissance Compact Disc 19688
- Gillespie, Dizzy. The Verve/Philips Dizzy Gillespie Small Group Sessions (Mosaic) Compact Disc 19544
- Gounod. Faust Compact Disc 19608
- Handel. Flavio Compact Disc 19644
- Handel. Orlando Compact Disc 19967
- Handel. Parnasso in Festo Compact Disc 19689
- Lanza, Mario. Opera Arias & Duets Compact Disc 19871
- Mozarteme Horn Players. Music for Horns Compact Disc 19698
- Previn. Streetcar Named Desire Compact Disc 19988
- Ruders, Poul. Kafka’s Trial Compact Disc 19642
- Ravel. The Piano Concertos Compact Disc 19683
- Sanz, Gaspar. La Preciosa (Guitar music of Gaspar Sanz) Compact Disc 19867
- Tavener, John. Towards Silence Compact Disc 19803
- Crumb & Persichetti. Gnomic Variations / Poems / Piano Sonata No. 12 Orion LAN0392
- French Piano Four-hands with the Elegand Erard (1877) Centaur CRC3071
- Messiaen. Livre du Saint Sacrement Ars Musici AM12892
- Mexico: 20 Best Mariachi and Folk Songs ARC EUCD2327
- Notker Balbulus. Vocal Music. Christophorous CHR 77341
- Paganini. Ghiribizzi Naxos 8.572566
- Scheidt, Samuel. Concertuum Sacrum Ricercar RIC254
- Schubert. Graf von Gleichen Centaur CRC2281-82
- Sousa. El Capitan (Opera) Albany TROY1236-37
- Tibet: Music of the Sacred Temples (Field Recordings by Deben Bhattacharya) ARC EUCD2325
- Vivaldi Beatus Vir, RV 597 Orion LAN0608
- Walton. String Quartets Chandos CHAN10661
- Widor, Charles Marie. Organ Symphonies 1-4 Ricercar RIC286
New Books of Note:

Clements, Ann C., ed. Alternative Approaches in Music Education: Case Studies from the Field
MT 3 .U5 A47 2010

Creese, David. The Monochord in Ancient Greek Harmonic Science
ML 3809 .C87 2010

Froehlich, Hildegarde. Sociology for Music Teachers
MT 1 .F79 2007

Irving, John. Understanding Mozart’s Piano Sonatas
ML 410 .M9 175 2010

Jaffee, Kenneth. Solo Vocal Works on Jewish Themes
ML 128 .J4 J35 2011 (Ref)

Olson, Margaret. The Solo Singer in the Choral Setting
MT 875 .O47 2010

Pop-Culture Pedagogy in the Music Classroom
Mt 1 .P638 2011

Richards, Keith. Life
ML 420 .R515 A3 2010

Rose, F. Clifford. Neurology of Music
ML 3830 .N48 2010

Runowicz, John. Forever Doo Wop
ML 3527 .H47 2010

Temperley, Nicholas. Music and the Wesleys
ML 410 .W51 M87 2011

To use a book, score, CD, or DVD, e-mail the music librarian or go “Suggestions” on the Libraries’ Home Page

New Popular Music CDs:

Akram, Omar. Secret Journey
Compact Disc 19896

Aznavour, Charles. She: The Best of Charles Aznavour
Compact Disc 18828

Beethoven. Sextet op. 81b (parts)
M 662 .B44 op. 81b 1990z

Creese, David. The Monochord in Ancient Greek Harmonic Science
ML 3809 .C87 2010

Froehlich, Hildegarde. Sociology for Music Teachers
MT 1 .F79 2007

Irving, John. Understanding Mozart’s Piano Sonatas
ML 410 .M9 175 2010

Jaffee, Kenneth. Solo Vocal Works on Jewish Themes
ML 128 .J4 J35 2011 (Ref)

Olson, Margaret. The Solo Singer in the Choral Setting
MT 875 .O47 2010

Pop-Culture Pedagogy in the Music Classroom
Mt 1 .P638 2011

Richards, Keith. Life
ML 420 .R515 A3 2010

Rose, F. Clifford. Neurology of Music
ML 3830 .N48 2010

Runowicz, John. Forever Doo Wop
ML 3527 .H47 2010

Temperley, Nicholas. Music and the Wesleys
ML 410 .W51 M87 2011

To use a book, score, CD, or DVD, e-mail the music librarian or go “Suggestions” on the Libraries’ Home Page

New Scores of Note:

Handel. Jepthah (vocal score)

Ingalls Wilder Family Songbook (Music of the USA)
M 2 .R2375 v.71

Luzzaschi, Luzzasco. Complete Unaccompanied Madrigals
M 2 .R2384 v. 156

Paine, John Knowles. Symphony No. 2 in A Major (Spring)
M 2 .R2375 v. 70

Handel. Ottone (vocal score)
M 1503 .H25 O8 2010

M 175 .S53 2006

Handel. Jepthah (vocal score)

Ingalls Wilder Family Songbook (Music of the USA)
M 2 .R2375 v.71

Luzzaschi, Luzzasco. Complete Unaccompanied Madrigals
M 2 .R2384 v. 156

Paine, John Knowles. Symphony No. 2 in A Major (Spring)
M 2 .R2375 v. 70

Hal Leonard Pro Vocal Wedding Gems (for female singers)
M 1977 .W4 W45 2005

Handel. Ottone (vocal score)
M 1503 .H25 O8 2010

M 175 .S53 2006

For monthly updates of new materials go to: http://liblink.bsu.edu/newlist/
Music Collection Staff:

Amy Edmonds
Music Librarian
765-285-5065
ALEedmonds@bsu.edu
BSUMusicLibn on AIM

Jason Smith
Music Collection Coordinator
285-8188
JSmith@bsu.edu

Kevin Blue
Music Collection Night Supervisor
285-8188
KJBlue@bsu.edu

Music Collection Hours:
M - Th 7:00a.m. — 3:00 a.m.
Friday 7:00 a.m. — 9:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. — 6:30 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. — 3:00 a.m.

Library Instruction for Applied Students

Have you ever sent your student to the library to find a song or piece for the next week’s lesson only to have them return empty-handed? Has your voice student used Babel Fish to translate an assigned aria?

Many performance specialties have terminology or format issues particular to that specialty. They also have special library resources, such as bibliographies. Music Majors are introduced to library tools and principles in MuHis 200 and 330, but sometimes additional instruction in their performance or study area will make it easier for them to find what they need.

Just let me know if you want me to visit with your studio or class. I can also create an online or printed subject guide especially tailored for your students.

Music Index Online

After a month-long trial period for Music Index online, it was apparent that it offered many advantages over International Index to Music Periodicals. Beginning this Fall, Music Index will replace International Index to Music Periodicals amongst the library databases. With full text of many articles, it will soon become one of your favorite library resources.

Music Index was the first indexing service for music, beginning in 1949. It indexes books and popular magazines as well as scholarly journals. This will make it a good resource for music majors and non-majors alike. Although print volumes ceased over ten years ago, the online version is up to date.

The interface for Music Index is Ebscohost, the same company that hosts RILM Abstracts and ERIC education abstracts. You will be able to search all three simultaneously.

Access is via the libraries’ database page, either from the alphabetical list or on the Music Databases page.

DVD News

New Opera DVDs

Several recent releases by the Metropolitan Opera are now available in the Educational Resources Collection. Live recordings produced for public television feature some of the world’s best-known operas as performed by today’s top talents. Performers include Renee Fleming, Angela Gheorghi, Anna Netrebko, Roberto Alagna, and Thomas Hampson.

To find all the DVDs by the Met, simply search metropolitan opera and dvd in CardCat.

JVC Video Anthology of Music and Dance

This important primary source for world music was first issued on VHS in 1990, and is now available as a 30-DVD set in the Educational Resources area.

The set is divided by cultural region:

Call Numbers ("DVD Video" +)
8561: East Asia
8562: Southeast Asia
8563: South Asia
8564: Middle East and Africa
8565: Europe
8566: Soviet Union
8567: The Americas
8568: Oceana

Music Collection News

For updates, visit the MC blog: http://bsumc.blogspot.com/

JVC Video Anthology of Music and Dance

This important primary source for world music was first issued on VHS in 1990, and is now available as a 30-DVD set in the Educational Resources area.

The set is divided by cultural region:

Call Numbers ("DVD Video" +)
8561: East Asia
8562: Southeast Asia
8563: South Asia
8564: Middle East and Africa
8565: Europe
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8567: The Americas
8568: Oceana

MC Blog

Follow the Music Collection blog for updates about library services, plus brief articles on seasonal or daily topics, for example St. Patrick’s Day.

Posts may include scanned sheet music from public domain items in the collection, links to CardCat search results, or historical information about an area of music (e.g., Jazz Appreciation Month in April)

For updates, visit the MC blog: http://bsumc.blogspot.com/